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Let’s move your screen
Discover our height adjustable mounting solutions for your screen.
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About us
Welcome to Height Adjustable Mounts, a proud member of the 
Regout Group (est. 1834). At Height Adjustable Mounts, we specialize  
in enhancing classroom dynamics through our innovative product 
lines: BalanceBox® and e·Box®. Our commitment stems from the  
belief that fostering engagement in the learning environment is para-
mount. We recognize the pivotal role that interactive flat panels play 
in shaping optimal classroom experiences, where teaching methods 
seamlessly integrate with technology. Our height adjustable mounts 
empower every student to actively participate in class with enhanced 
screen accessibility to gain an improved learning outcome. 

Our journey began with a vision to elevate classroom interaction 
and set new standards for height adjustable mounts in quality, dura-
bility, and ease of use. All with a singular goal: enhancing the quality 
of teaching and learning. With a North American location in Canton 
(GA, USA) and a European location in Maastricht (The Netherlands), 
we’ve been instrumental in shaping classrooms worldwide. Our  
dedication to excellence is reflected by our state-of-the-art products 
and our esteemed relationships with both customers and partners.

Quality, safety, ease of use, and durability are the cornerstones of 
our philosophy, evident in every aspect of our business. Join us 
in revolutionizing the classroom experience, where students and 
teachers reach new heights with Height Adjustable Mounts.

Use the full potential of your screen
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Why choose 
our manual solution

We provide cutting-edge, adaptable solutions designed with inno-
vation, tailored to seamlessly meet your specific needs. Our product 
portfolio includes manual and motorized options, each offering a wide 
array of customizable choices to unleash potential and accessibility  
of your interactive flat panel. 

Meet our manual product line: BalanceBox®, a testament to our de-
dication to innovation. Fueled by patented spring tension technology,  
it offers a unique, easy, safe, and durable non-electrical solution  
unparalleled anywhere in the world. Move your screen up and down 
with the tip of your finger with our greenest choice: the BalanceBox®. 

As pioneers in developing this manual line, we take pride in providing 
the best quality possible, incorporating all necessary safety meas-
ures, and holding required certifications such as UL, TÜV and CE.  

Tailor your solution with our extensive customization possibilities, 
whether you opt for direct installation on a (non-supportive) wall or a 
mobile stand. We provide possibilities to maximize your interactive 
display’s potential. For details on our motorized product line, refer 
to later sections in this brochure.

Use the full potential of your screen Manual height adjustable mount

Discover our manual solutions with BalanceBox®

Choose green, choose our BalanceBox®
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Suitable for any interactive display 
(regardless of size or weight).

Fast installation anywhere you prefer 
(directly on a wall or mobile setup).

Accessible for anyone seeking full interaction 
with the display.

Operable at any moment, without the need for 
additional electricity: Choose green, choose 
BalanceBox®!

BalanceBox®

Flat panel displayBalanceBox® 

This is the BalanceBox®: our top tier manually operated height ad-
justable mount featuring patented spring tension technology. We 
designed it for seamless and user-friendly operation, so adjusting 
your interactive display requires only the touch of your fingertip. 
The BalanceBox® embodies simplicity, speed, and safety, offering 
you the freedom to position your display precisely as you desire. This 
mount guarantees a secure and adaptable solution for every room. 

The BalanceBox® product line excels in being remarkably easy, safe, 
and reliable to use. It also simplifies shipping, storage, installation, 
and maintenance. We take pride in ensuring that our products are 
user-friendly and straightforward, with convenience at every step.

Use the full potential of your screen Manual height adjustable mount
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Wall Mount Floor Support

Choose 
your solution
Install the BalanceBox® directly on a supportive wall, or if dealing 
with a non-supportive wall, pair it with our Floor Support for a viable 
and secure wall installation solution. For enhanced flexibility, opt for 
our Mobile Stand Mix®.

Mobile Stand

Use the full potential of your screen
solutions

Wall Mount, Floor Support or Mobile Stand



The 
ultimate 
solution

Use the full potential of your screen
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Winx®

BalanceBox Winx®

Introducing our revolutionary BalanceBox Winx®, an all-encompas-
sing solution that redefines the landscape of education. Beyond 
being a mere mount, it stands as the ultimate answer for dynamic 
classrooms! Whether you’re enthusiastic about embracing state-of-
the-art digital tools or cherishing the timeless allure of traditional 
teaching methods, the BalanceBox Winx® is your comprehensive 
solution.

Believe it or not, our ultimate solution remains effortlessly operational 
with just the tip of your finger, ensuring easy use for everyone!

Makes traditional, as well as digital teaching 
possible: you choose! 

Suitable for any interactive display, regardless of size 
or weight.

Fast installation on any wall (either directly on a 
supportive wall or by adding floor support).

Accessible for anyone seeking full interaction with the 
display and whiteboards.

Operable at any moment, without the need for 
additional electricity: a green choice! 

BalanceBox®

Flat panel display

Use the full potential of your screen The ultimate solution
BalanceBox
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Why choose our 
motorized solutions

Introducing the e·Box®, our electrical height adjustable mount de-
signed for displays and mobile touchscreen stands, held to the 
highest quality standards with UL and CE certifications. Setting a 
new benchmark in motorized technology, our e·Box® stands out as 
one of the fastest and safest solutions in the AV market today. Our 
e·Box® is not only height adjustable, we also offer the revolutionary 
Tilt & Table. This innovative solution provides high-low adjustments, 
as well as an effortless 90 degrees turn: opening a world of interac-
tion possibilities. Imagine the versatility and dynamic engagement 
this feature brings to your display experience.

With its double-column motorized design, the e·Box® not only  
delivers unparalleled stability but also incorporates an innovative 
dual anti-collision feature, ensuring an auto-stop in the event there 
is an obstruction. Furthermore, the e·Box® is designed to be child-
proof, eliminating any possible risk of pinching or getting stuck. 
With a commitment to safety and quality, the e·Box® guarantees a 
secure and worry-free experience for users of all ages. 

Our diverse range of options can be customized to suit any of 
your needs or preferences. Elevate your display experience to new 
heights with our e·Box®.

Use the full potential of your screen Motorized Mount

Discover our motorized solutions with e·Box®
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e•Box® II

Suitable for any interactive display 
(regardless of size or weight).

Fast installation anywhere you prefer 
(directly on a wall or mobile setup).

Accessible for anyone seeking full interaction 
with the display.

One of the fastest in AV technology today. 

Safe due to dual anti-collision feature.

Choose 
your option
Within our e·Box® product line, there are several options for you 
to choose from. Opt for a direct installation on the wall or go for a 
mobile solution, tailoring your choice to suit your specific needs and 
preferences.

Wall Mount Mobile Stand

Use the full potential of your screen
solutions

Wall Mount or Mobile Stand

Flat panel display



Use the full potential of your screen

Let’s tilt 
your screen
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Vertical Horizontal

e•Box® Tilt and Table

Tilt & Table
Transform your touchscreen experience with e·Box® Tilt & Table.  
Effortlessly switch between vertical, diagonal and horizontal  
positions for versatile use. Ideal for both group collaboration and 
individual tasks, providing seamless adjustments and enhanced  
accessibility.

Versatile compatibility with interactive displays up to 75“ 
(regardless of size or weight).

Accessibility redefined for users desiring complete 
interaction with the display.

Among the fastest solutions in AV technology today, 
ensuring swift and dynamic user experiences.

Fast and easy assembly.

Safety guaranteed due to dual anti-collision feature and  
no finger traps

Use the full potential of your screen Let’s tilt your screen
Tilt & Table

Flat panel display
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Let’s move your screen
Today’s smiles, tomorrow’s success.



Let’s move your screenwww.heightadjustablemounts.com

Thomas Regout Inc.

145 Bluffs Court
Canton, GA 30114
USA

salessupportus@thomasregout.com

+1 (678) 782-2076

Regout Balance Systems B.V.

Industrieweg 40
6219 NR Maastricht
The Netherlands

balancebox@thomasregout.com

+31 (0)43 3516601

Explore the boundless possibilities of height-adjustable solutions with us. 
Reach out to us for more information. We’re happy to assist. 
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